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The Luxurious Caroline Chen Apartment 
 

A 400m2 apartment located in Shanghai was designed by French designer Baptiste Bohu, a renowned and sought 

after figure in Interior Design especially for a young and vibrant audience, was the chosen one for this marvelous project. The 

biggest challenge for this innovative designer was organizing the rooms in the completely round layout of this Modern French 

Style apartment. The clients, a young couple of entrepreneurs who travel half of the year, love to have guests over, so Baptiste 

created a home with wide areas and large hangout spaces. 

The entrance has black and white marble floor and French style moldings with 3 shades of grey. It has a blue console 

and a painting of the couple's dog, commissioned to a very famous NY based artist Koller. The corridor leading to the private 

areas of the apartment features BRABBU’s CYGNUS Display, right next to an exclusive De Gournay hand painted wallpaper 

with Pink Flamingos.  

This elegant design piece is composed of several rectangles and squares made of cast brass and finished in copper. 

This mid-century art display is inspired by one of brightest constellations in the sky, from which its name comes from, making 

it a unique piece for a unique setting. 

The living room, dining room and western kitchen are completely open so you get an impression of very wide space, 

perfect for dinner parties and friend gatherings. The living room is organized around an ethanol fireplace with a Mondrian 

type of patterns in grey and black stainless steel and on the left of book match pattern of Italian white marble. It also 

showcases an amazing chandelier from Delightfull. 

The connection to the dining room has a large library for book and art display surrounded by beautiful sconces that 

look like golden ribbons. The kitchen also has French type of molding and shows a vivid yellow cabinet and a marble counter 

top, all within a contemporary setting. 

The master bathroom features a great sink that has been fully designed by Baptiste himself and is customized in one 

piece of stone. The mirror is also customized and has cabinets inside. All the faucets are automatic and all equipment such as 

switches and spotlights are the latest technology. The bedroom shows the iconic colors and patterns of Baptiste with Black 

and White patterns and completes it with fantastic Japanese art pieces. 

A phenomenal and tremendously chic apartment that inspires calm and soothing atmosphere to every guest, 

featuring wonderful touches of glamour in the form of artwork and pieces like Cygnus. All these aspects build the harmony 

that makes Caroline Chen Apartment a truly unique project. 

 

  



 

 

About BRABBU 

BRABBU is a design brand that reflects an intense way of living, bringing fierceness, strength and power into an urban 

lifestyle. With a diverse range of furniture, casegoods, upholstery, lighting and rugs, and through sensory design, we pass on a unique 

experience in every piece we design and produce. With BRABBU you will get more than a design piece: you will get a diversity of 

spaces filled with memories and unique sensations in perfect harmony with your spaces and your personality. That is why we are the 

first choice for the most remarkable high-end residential and hospitality projects around the world. 

BRABBU is present at the world’s most renowned design events with new versatile design products for eclectic 

environments that foresee the next trends. 

 

For more information please contact: 

BRABBU 

press@brabbu.com 

+ 351 914 925 846 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


